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Grammatical deviation: phrase containing a word whose 
grammatical class violates the expectations created by the 

whistles far /  balloonman lame/ the little , .g.e: surrounding words
 lived in a Anyone; )an adjective instead of a spatial adverb(  weeand 

you have an interrogative , in the first case( town howpretty 
indefinite pronoun instead of a declarative indefinite pronoun; in the 
second, you have an adverb instead of an adjective)  

(http://www.cnr.edu/home/bmcmanus/style.html.tools for analyzing 
poetry "Diction and Syntax".)

 

.  Grammatical deviation 

Grammatical deviation is accepted as violation of syntax, a 
transformation of grammar in the sentences. It changes with various 
contexts, including the repetition of the sentence element, the absence 
of the members of sentence, inversion of the order of sentence, etc. 
The following poem is one of the examples: 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May 
And summer's lease hath all too short a date 
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines 
And often is his gold complexion dimmed 

And every fair from fair sometime declines 
By chance, or nature's changing course untrimmed    (Shakespeare, 
Sonnet ) 

Through the lines, Shakespeare conveys a tone of distressing, 
exclaims his sadness at the transient of beauty. He placed too hot 
and often in the middle of the sentences, which inverse the habitual 
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order of sentences and emphasizes an intense contrast between shining 
and dimmed. Meanwhile, the deviation makes the poem more 
rhythmic to read, thus adding aesthetic effects to the verse. 

Ting Xue. "A Study of Language Deviation in Poetry". 

sfs.scnu.edu.cn/blogs/huangb/uploadfiles/ .doc.
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